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"Neither the Air Force nor the Army wants the close air support mission." (Air 
Force Times ) ~ 

"In my view, close air suPr~rt is C::ze Air Force mission of choice. Ideally, we 
woul~ devote all our com~a% sorties to CAS." 
(General Merrill A. Mc_Oeak, Chief c! Staff, USAF) = 

"Air Force combat interest in the m/ission of close air support is not very 
high...they would rather easily give. up the mission..." 
(MAj Gen Perry Smith, USAF (re%)~ 3 

"Close air support is the work near.~.st to my heart, the job I most ~ant to do 
when American ~ives are at stake...-~.or me, a great day is one that features a 
100 percent allocation to close air support. " (General Mc~eak) 4 

"There is a real and strong feeling of abandonment by the Air Force in the AL~, 
to this day." (US Army War College Student) ~ 

"The Army is happy with the Air Forc.e doing the close air support job. " (US 
House of Representatives report)" 

Okay...let's get this straight... The Air Force doesn't want the close 

air support (CAS) mission, but they'd love to devote all their sorties to it. 

And... the Air Force would "rather e~asily" give up the CAS mission, even though 

it's the work nearest to their heart. And... the ~my feels the Air Force has 

abandoned them in the CAS arena, but they're happy with that... (pause for 

thought) .... Is anybody else confusc~? 

Sadly, the comments above have been repeated in one form or another for 

over forty years by a veritable "whc,'s who" among military experts and service 

leaders. The very simple concept of close air support for friendly troops, born 

on the battlefields of World War I, has become an absolute nightmare in ter~s 

of inter-service rivalry and frictic, n over the ensuing years. Although there is 

no single document which lists every Army/Air Force disagreement on the 

subject, the "rational reader's rap~-d review" process points to two questior~ 

which are the meat around each bone of contention: 

i. What exactly is "close air support?" 

2. Who should do it? 

On the surface, neither of these questions appear to be that formidable, 

so where's the rest of the iceberg? Zn his book, Essence of Decision, Mr. 

Graham Allison provides the answer. He asserts that there are three differ~_nt 

models which explain behavior: the rational actor model, the organizational 

process model, and the bureaucratic (personal) politics model. 7 The 

unwillingness of the U.S. Air Force and Army to r~efine the close air support 

mission and restructure the force to best accomplish it is the result of 
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organizational and personal politics rather than an objective assessment of 

future capabilities and threats. To prove the point, this paper will exa~dne 

historical backgroumd, briefly asses:s current capabilities and limitations in 

the CAS arena, highlight the inl~act of individual personalities on the issue, 

and close by offering a roadmap for the future. 

Where We'~ Been 

The organizational process model st_ ~ ~.sses the reality that all organizations 

have standard procedures that are i~u-~titutionalized over time; ways they 

traditionally act or respond; certain things they are simply comfortable 

with." The Army and ~ir Force are c'crtainly no different. In regards to the 

CAS mission, their doctrinal frame c~£ reference was established in 1948, when 

Secretary of Defense James Forrestal held a meeting of all the service chiefs 

in Key West, Florida, to establish roles and missions after the Air Force 

became a separate service in 1947." The chiefs knew that since future funding 

would most certainly be contingent c,n forces and equipment required, the 

service with the most assigned mission areas would likely have the larger whip 

when jockeying for position in the b~x~get race--they each pushed hard to gain 

as many as possible. ~° 

The Key West Agreement, officially known as the Functions Directive (r~D 

Directive 5100.1) gave responsibility for close air support of the Army to the 

Air Force. ~ In 1351, Secretary of the Army Frank Pace and Secretary of the 

Air Force Thomas Finletter signed a~ ~. agreement which forbid the Army from 

duplicating Air Force combat functie,ns, and vice versa, an agreement still in 

effect today. In 1966, the Army and Alr Force service chiefs, in response to 

the Army's desire to use attack helicopters in Vietnam, signed another 

agreement authorizing the Army to use "rotary wing aircraft for direct fire 

support." By the late 1960's, Secre~.,ry of Defense Robert McNamara's support of 

armed helicopters and Congressional concern with the c~lality o£ CA.$ in Vietr.am 

gave rise to Air Force fears of losing the CAS mission. To insure that wou!;_m't 

happen, the Air Force scrapped plans already on the table for a multi-role 

fighter, and began the acquisition Drocess on a dedicated close air support 

aircraft (eventually the A-10).~= In 1984, the serf;ice chiefs signed the "31 

Initiatives", a document they called the "culmination of the post-Vietnam 
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era of Army/Air Force cooperation." The 31 Initiatives reaffirmed the Air Force 

mission of providing C_AS to the Arn~l... The fact that it required reaffirmation 

~as interpreted by ,~c~ny as an illusz~ration of the traditional distr~t betwe.en 

the services. ~3 

World War II, Korea 

The timeframe in which each of these decisions was reached, and the events 

driving the decision itself, are critical to a full underst~]ding of the 

problem as it stands today. When the Key West conference convened, the country 

was less than three years removed f--om WWII; the only airborne platform 

realistically capable of providing CAS was the airplane; and the images of 

allied aircraft blasting holes in Ge.rman lines to support the post-Normandy 

breakout and the sweep across North Africa were fresh in the minds of military 

leaders. So ~as the memory of bitter arg/ments between air and ground generals 

over who should have direct control of those fighter forces. ~4 The initial 

organizational concept of close air support in both the Army and Air Force had 

been established... ~s 

The Air Force, now independent~ retained centralized control of close air 

support during its limited application in Korea. ~ Army commanders felt the 

45 minute response times which resulted were ridiculous and also complained 

about the restriction which kept Ai-~ Force c~,S aircraft from dropping bot~s 

within four miles cf friendly troo.~- ~ . They pointed to the Marine Corps' ability 

to provide 5-10 minute response tim.: and drop ordnance within a mile 0£ 

friendly troops and questioned Air Force commitment to the CAS mission. ~v 

Two points are important to draw from the Korean experience. First, the 

Army/Air Force disagreement on command, control, and execution of CAS was alive 

and well 40 years ago. And second, cor~arison between Air Force and Marine CAS 

doctrine entered the debate. Both i_~.-~ues are still on the table in 1992. 

V~tnam and Conaressional Input 

Vietnam is where today's Army and Air Force leaders developed their 

opinions on how CAS "should" be done. Because of t[%e fuzzy battle lines in 

South Vietnam and concern over friendly and civilian casualties, forward air 
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controllers (FACs) controlled the ga eat majority of air strikes in the south. 

About 70% of those sorties were to ~re-planned targets, with the other 30% 

relying on the FAC to give them a t..~rget and help them positively identify it 

prior to their attack. Typically, 4-8 aircraft were all that were tasked to 

provide CAS in a particular area. ~a Army concerns about response times and 

level of support resu=faced and led to the emergence of another major 

organizational actor in this melodrama. Congress, in reaction to the Army's 

protests, convened a special House ~Armed Services Committee panel to review the 

service positions. Their report was not a subtle one: "In its magnificent 

accomplishments in the wild blue ycr~der, (the Air Force) has tended to ignore 

the foot soldiers in the dirty brow~ under. ''mg While the report was clearly 

an indictment of the Air Force, it ~Iso served to reinforce some thoughts on 

CAS that became part of both organi-~.~tions ' close air support dogma: 

- "I would rather have (fixed wing) for CAS than helicopters, because 
they are a more powerful str~-ke. '' (Army infantry sergeant's testimony) 

- "Helicopter gu~.~hips are not a substitute for tactical air." 
(Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff) 

- "You need a s,low speed aircraft to perform CAS.:' 
(Congressiona, report ~inain~) 

The first two quotes were based on the limited armament carried by the attack 

helicopters of the mid-1960's; today's heavily arm~ versions are an entirely 

different beast. The third quote ~as. based on the experience of trying to find 

and hit small forces in triple canocy Jungle. This belief ~as translated 

directly into the design specificat!ons for the A-!0. It's worth reme."%ering 

that the surface-to-air threat in Sc...Jth Vietnam consisted of small arms and .50 

caliber machine gun fire--a far cry from the high threat CAS environment of the 

1990s and beyond.== 

As the war in Vietnam drew to a close, the Army/Air Force CAS relationship 

celebrated an acrimonious 25th birtb~Jay. Both services, along with the new big 

kid on the block, Congress , had very definite, and differing, opinions on how 

CAS force structure should look. The Army, supported by Congress, felt the main 

thrust of aerial fire support should emphasize the "close" in close air 

support, while the Air Force felt strongly that attacking supply lines, 

assembly areas, and lines of communication was the best way to support gro~ 

forces. Each side believed they were morally right'and that the lessons of 

Southeast Asia supported their posit~on. Interestingly, the one thing the 



services agreed on ~as the fact than the Air Force, using fixed-wing aircraft, 

should execute the ~S mission. But the Army also remembered the immediate 

responsiveness of their own attack ~:,elicopter assets, as well as their ability 

to quickly find and target enemy pcs.[tions, u~ The idea of rotarYTwing 

maneuver units had been planted, an~ would grow to fruition over the ne~ 

twenty years. 

Where We Are 

Current Army &nd Air Force doctrines are both firmly committed to the 

idea of close air support being an integral, essential part o£ any ground 

campaign. The Army's AirLand Battle concept stresses the importance of 

airpower to commanders at strategic~ operational and tactical levels. 

Congressional testimony indicates the Army sees a side benefit o£ Air Force 

responsibility for CAS -- it provides a conduit through which Army leaders can 

ensure Air Force leaders understand close combat and comait themselves to 

supporting it. == Army leaders today also stress that attack helicopters are 

not close air support assets, but maneuver units. == While this may keep them 

within the legal limits of the Pace-Finletter Agreement (no duplication of 

combat functions between services), it can also be interpreted as a convenient 

use of semantics to allow the Army ~ o purchase increased combat capability with 

money technically designated for su~,port systems. One senior Defense 

Department official states that, no matter what the Army is calling it, "I~'s 

a fact of life that ~rm, y helicopter~...have t.~k.en over [>art of the c~ 

mission." Congress seezs to agree, ~,~ylng the Army's current approach to c!c~e 

air support is to use both attack helicopters and fixed-wing assets, a4 

Definition 

Completely overshadowing that disconnect is another grammatical problem 

that has caused ever-increasing friction in the CAS wheel since Vietnam. No 

one seems to be able to specifically define "close air support." Former 

Tactical Air Command Commander, Gen Robert Russ, USAF (ret), pinpoints the 

problem: "CAS is a term that does not necessarily ~nean the same thing to all 

people..." Some Air Force officials will tell you that whether you destroy a 
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tank I00 meters, or 20 kilometers, a~way from friendly troops, you are 

conducting close air support. ='~ Cn..hers will say the latter example falls 

into a completely different categorb' of mission. The same disagreement exists 

at the operational level of Army staffs. The JCS dictionary of military ter:~ 

defines CAS as "air actions against hostile targets in close proximity to 

friendly forces and which require detailed integration of each air mission 

with the fire and movement of those forces. ''=~ Congress, DoD, the Air Force 

and the Army all officially agree wa th that definition. The problem arises with 

the individual interpretations of "in close proximity" and "detailed 

integration." Since the services ar~ forced to Justify new weapons systems or 

upgrades based on a very narrow func-tion definition, the Air Force interprets 

"in close proximity" much more loosely than other agencies. This allows them to 

stand under the CAS banner when thes, try to acquire weapons for attacks against 

enemy second echelon forces and facilities. They even coined a new phrase, 

battlefield air interdiction (BAI), to describe the aerial attack on forces 

that could soon be in direct contact with friendly forces. =~ More and more 

often over the past few years AF leaders have used the term CAS/BAI instead of 

CAS. The intimation is that close alr support involves attacks throughout the 

width and depth of the modern battlefield, and includes both direct and 

indirect fire support for maneuver ~nits. This interpretation is the basis for 

the current Air Force position that a multi-role fighter is the only acceptable 

choice to conduct the CAS mission, ~nce a classic, dedicated CAS aircraft 

could not survive missior~ throughout the depth of the battlefield. The ~z~, 

concerned that such an interpretatic, n will lead to a reduced capability to 

provide direct fire support to troov<~ in contact, leans toward a more literal 

translation. They also feel that "detailed integration" means more Army control 

over how, howmany, ~nd where CAS aircraft operate, a concept the Air Force is 

not prone to accept gracefully. Both services are committed to supporting their 

position, and historical biases fla,.or virtually every joint discussion on the 

subject. 

Capabilities and Limitations 

To understand how organizational politics influenc% the various CAS debates, 

it is mandatory to take a e i ~  look at current CAS capabilities and 



limitations. For purposes of this d-'scussion the term "CAS" will refer to 

air operations against enemy forces In direct contact with friendly troops. 

The Air Force dedicates "25% off its fighter force to the close air 

support-battlefield air interdictior~" mission (C_%S/BAI rears its head once 

again). It also comm.,~ts 40% of its assets to multirole tasking; C~.S is included 

in that "multirole" barrel. =" The 3dr Force has one dedicated close air 

support aircraft, the A-10. The numi',er of A-10s in the active inventory is 

being reduced. Those units w~ich are not sinlDly deactivated are, for the most 

part, being reequipp~ with some vez'slon of the F-16 multirole fighter. Current 

projections call for approximately :'00 of these F-16s to receive modifications 

and system upgrades which will dra~:tlcally enhance their perforrsm~ce in the 

support enviroP.me~nt. =~ w~ile ~.hat will certainly n~k.e the Army happy, 

they will probably not be as happy with the plan for Air Force night and all 

weather capability. The current pla~ to improve night CAS capability is to 

assign F-16s with the low-altitude -~avigation and targeting infra-red for night 

(LANTIRN) system to fill that role. While L~iNTIRN, combined with some, of the 

system upgrades specifically designed for CAS previously mentioned, will give 

these aircraft a much improved nigh~ capability, it will not make large scale 

CAS operations at night possible. T.%ere are simply too many difficulties 

associated with operating fast (or slow) moving fighters in the dark in a high 

threat environment. 

Severe weather will still make CAS an extremely risky proposition. The 

aircraft will have the s~tem accur,~cy to deliver weapons very precisely 

through the clouds. However, certai.~: assumptions must be made: the coordinates 

the fighters are D~s~ are accurate; the weapons they drop f~.mcti,:,n correctly; 

and the people assigning them the ta:gets have positively identified those 

targets as hostile. If any of those conditions are not met, friendly fire 

deaths could very easily result. "Betting on the come" in that situation will 

not be the preferred choice of either Army or Air Force leaders. If we. 

assume that attack helicopters are, in fact, C~S assets, the Army brings a 

significant capability to the missi~n. They field more than 1200 attack 

helicopters, all with a significant anti-armor capability. The AH-64 Apache 

provides the only true large-scale, night, adverse weather CAS capability. =~ 

Since these attack helicopters are a~-signed to th~ground commander and 

typically forward deploy in his area of responsibility, they are immediately 



responsive to his needs and already integrated into his command and control 

network. A side note is that every b~onest CAS pilot, fixed- or rotary-winged, 

Army or Air Force, will admit that an attack helicopter can identify, target, 

and destroy armor vehicles with muc~., greater efficiency than any fighter seen 

to date. 

There is, of course, a flip side to any capabilities discussion. Besides 

darkness and bad weather, enemy suz~ace-to-air weapons systems should play a 

significant role in any considerati:,rz of the CAS mission. Specialized CAS 

aircraft have not fared too well in recent conflicts. Possibly the biggest 

failure of the Falk!~nds War was the abysmal performance of the Argentinian 

Pukara close air support aircraft..kll 30 assigned to the theater were shot 

down or destroyed on the ground in ~,ery short order, mostly by anti-aircraft 

artillery (AAA) fire. The Soviet UriC_on lost over 300 aircraft in the last 2 

years of the Afghanistan conflict tc, the Stinger, shoulder-fired missile. Most 

of those aircraft were specialized C2%S aircraft, like the Mi-24 Hind attack 

helicopter and the SU-25 Frogfoot c~_ose air support aircraft, the Soviet 

complement to the A-!O. These facts tend to n~ddy the water, in that while ~he 

statistics seem to be against using specialized, low-speed CAS aircraft, they 

also show conclusively that in at least some environments, the attack 

helicopter may not the sole answer ~o the CAS problem. From an operator's 

standpoint, many of the positions espoused by the two services in the past 

have overstated, or underplayed, bo=h capabilities and limitations of current 

and future C~S aircarft. 

Fund i nq 

In the opinion of many impart:al observers, the military services have 

"traditionally operated as four sea, rate fiefdoms, constantly feuding for the 

biggest share of the defense budget."3x With the inevitable scaling back of 

• the defense budget for the foreseeable future, a much more concerted effort 

must be made to spend money on what's best for military capability as a whole. 

Parochialism will have to take a h~ck seat if the Unit~ States is to m-=int,~in 

the best possible fighting force. C-~st efficiencies should be a major 

consideration in every acquisition proposal. Air Force Deputy Chief of staff 

for Plans and Operations, Lt Gen Buster Glosson, put it this way: "You must 



look at (procurement of military haz"d~rlre) not only from a doctrinal 

standpoint, but from a resources standpoint as well. ''3= Senator Sam Nunn 

put it a little more bluntly: "redundancy and duplication is costing billior~ 

of dollars every year. ''='" Current s:pending proposals show approximately $350 

billion in projected CAS-capable a~rcra£t acquisitions and/or upgrades. =4 

The dollar amounts are staggering. ~Ith all their programs operating on 

thinner and thinner margins, the Ar.Tny and Air Force have the same tendency that 

all successful organizations have t?, protect their stock share in a down 

market. Organizational politics wil2 drive them toward increasing parochialism 

in the battle for dwindling dollars unless they make a serious departure from 

previous habit patterns. 

How much each service stands ~o lose if there is an adjustment in the 

CAS roles/mission position is a verb' sketchy number. "A lot" may be facetio,~, 

but it gets the point across. As an example, should the Army be given CAS, 

about two-thirds of the Air Force's investment in the tactical air control 

system, a huge amount of money, will become obsolete overnight. It would be 

foolish to attempt to assign a value to the aircraft or weapons the Air Force 

would not receive funding for becau-~e the Army, and not the Air Force, now had 

the requirement. And trying to estimate the cost to the ~xmy of building 

facilities and an infra-structure to support either fixed-wing or additional 

rotary-wing aircraft would be a gargantuan task. Obviously, billions of dollars 

in future force structure and procurement funds are in the balance. 

peFsona! Politics 

Allison's bureaucratic (perso:'al) politics model makes the assertion 

that every decision made is somehow in£1uenced by the personality, prejudice_s, 

and personal political power of the decision makers. ~ The C_%S debate offers 

hundr~.Is o£ e:.:.9~..i:,le~, to ~upport thai theory. In recent years, Gen Colin 

Fowell, CJC$, .~uggested to the Air Force that during their projected force 

cutback, they ~-~uld neeJ to d~icate 25% of their remaining assets to the c~-, 

ifti~sion, That. percentage w~.~ not b_~ed on a formal study, but on the number of 

aircraft t.he Air Force h.~ in tl~e e,~ force, since it was comparable to the 

percentage agre~ to by previous Air Force _~d Army Chiefs of Staff, it be~{~e 

the planning number for the Air Staff. "G Gen Powell also personally dafin~d- 
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the present debate wb..en he "reversed the recommendation 0£ his pr~_-essor, AL~ 

Willi&~ Crowe, and insisted that C~% should not be assigned as a function of 

the Army. "=~ The service chiefs hav~ historically been at the center of the 

CAS controversies. In recent years, they have generally presented a unified 

position on most related issues. Per tagon analysts hint that the chiefs may.be 

using their personal power to quiet disagreement at lower echelons. One such 

analyst says, "...there have been periodic outbreaks of unrest in the Army, 

but it gets quelled on the chief o£ ~taff level. ''~a 

In 1986, the United States Ce~]ress, wielding the massive battle ax of 

individual and collective power of ~-ts members, waded into the issues 

surounding the CAS debate. The Gold,~ter-Nichols Defense Reorganization Act 

requires that the Chairman, JCS, m~t review service roles and missions every 

three years.m9 Senator Sam Nunn and Congressmen Ike Skelton and Les Aspin 

have personally led the push to for~e what they feel is a much needed 

top-to-bottom scrub of those roles e~-~ missions. Senator Nunn led the Senate 

Armed Services ConTnittee markup of the Fiscal Year 1993 Defense Authorization 

Bill that holds 50% of the new tactical aircraft prograas funding "hostage" 

until a comprehensive review of ser%.Ice roles and missions is delivered to 

Congress. =96 

In the past nwnth, the impact o£ personal power on the CAS issue has 

been compounded exponentially by the arrival of President-elect Clinton on the 

scene. The Pentagon report on roles and missions is on temporary hold until 

defer~e department ap.Dointments are announced, so that new perscn=_!ities ~d 

preferences can be factored in. 4~ President-elect Clinton himself has 

expressed support for Senator Nunn'_~ views and in fact, stated publicly that, 

"As president, I will order the Pen:agon to convene a meeting (similar to the 

Key West meeting o£ 1948) to hammer out a new understanding about consolidating 

and coordinating military roles and missions in the 1990s and beyond. ''4= 

While personal politics has been an integral part of the CAS debate for y~s, 

indications are that it will play a.n even larger role in the future. 

Where W~ Should Be Going 

To review the bidding...organlzational politlcs have led the Army and 

Air Force to a subtle disagreement on the basic definition of the close air 
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support mission. Those same pollti<~ have, at least in the Army's opinion, led 

to conflict over how~st to provid~ fire support for the Army. Understandable 

service parochialism led to the development of a true CAS ca[~illty in both 

services, but organizational polit!2s forbids the Army's official 

acknowledgement that their capabili:y exists for that purpose. And throughcut 

the process, personal power played ~ major role in every decision made. 

Future capabilities and threat syst:n,s may have been factors, but they 

certainly weren't, ~nd aren't, overriding factors in the decision process. 

Graham Allison couldn't have dreamed up a better case st~y for his theory. 

So...what now? 

The F~x 

Any solution to an issue invoi'ving military capability should look to 

the most recent application of that capability to help assess the magnitude of 

the problem. While DF~L~--.T STORM les~ons learned can be misleading, there are a 

few iten~ worthy of note. First, it Is generally agreed that the Gulf War 

validated the Army's AirLand Battle doctrine. On the flip side, it also se_~.Jed 

to highlight the difficulties of cor'ducting close air support, particularly 

in the area of target identificatier'J. "= While the DoD after-action report 

praises the performance of forward air controllers, with the exception of the 

Marine Corps' Cb.S effort, conducted across a relatively narrow front, there 

was very little true CAS f!o~n duri:-:g DES~.T STORM. Most of the damage done to 

Iraqi forces, prior to the ground w~.r, was inflicted on what the Air Force 

would call BAI missior~. 44 Many "ex?..crts", along with [c~-=ny Army officers, 

point to the success of the A-10 as an indication that a dedicated close air 

support aircraft is the only way to go in the future. A more careful look shows 

that very little of the A-10's success came on close air support missions. Most 

of the damage they inflicted occurr.-~d on BAI missions before the ground 

campaign and it came at a cost. Aln~.st half of the A-10s in theater suffered 

some degree of battle damage, an as=ronomical percentage compared to the 

faster, more agile F-16s which flew even more sorties in the same 

environment. =°~ A-10 success was more a function of the weapons it carried 

than of aircraft performance. The s.~.,e weapons can'.be carried on other, more 

survivable aircraft. 
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While recent history gives perspective, any solution must address the 

specifics of the problem. The place to start in this case is to define close 

air support to the satisfaction of .~II players, leaving no significant room 

for interpretation..~ir Force Colonel John Warden's definition -- "any air 

operation that theoretically could ~nd would be done by ground forces on their 

own, if sufficient troops or artill~ry were available" -- ndght be a good 

starting point for the discussion. 3~-~ During the give and take that follows, 

it might be helpful to keep in mind the words of Army Maj Gen Rudolph Ostov!ch, 

Vice Director of the Joint Staff: ",..an Apache helicopter blowing up ene.~l 

tank within direct fire range of fr~ endly forces would be something that looks 

like, smells like, and is defined as close air support. ''~ The flnal stage of 

the definition process must be to e! Iminate any unnecessary and confusing 

terminology. The Air Force has alrea~Jy gone a long ~ay in that direction with 

their July 1992 effort to stop usin~ "CAS/BAI" and limit the mission 

description to "CAS."~" 

The next step is to honestly examine the ~ issues involved, such ~z: 

do we. really need to specify a CAS =.Ission (the Israells don't have a formal 

mission for it, but still execute it effectively in combat)4g; can attack 

helicopters accomplish the mission -;or the Army without fixed wing assets; if 

fixed-wing aircraft are required, w~Jo should own them; and can the Marines 

really do CAS better, and why. 

Once those issues are decided, money should be reallocated to reflect 

the new (?) roles, missions and recs~.rements and both services should get on 

with life. Looks simple on paper...in practice it will be excruciating for all 

concerned. But any process that hold:~ the promise of saving as much as $I00 

billion over the next five years must be pursued, regardless of comfort 

level. ~o 

End of the Road 

The most intriguing and discouraging thing about the entire CAS issue is 

that the arguments are the same toddy as they were 20 years ago.3~ Nothing 

will change in the future unless senior officers in both services, support-~d, 

or prodded, by the JCS and Congress, decide to she~ their parochial baggage and 

make some tough decisions. As Clausewitz said, "Never forget that no milit;.ry 

leader has ever become great without audacity. ''~= This is a time for 

audacious leadership .... 
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